


PQ
• Awareness
• Integrity
• Willingness to Improve and Grow

Vulnerability
• Have the courage to be vulnerable
• It is strength not weakness
• Willingness to do something with no guarantee
• Those who show vulnerability will feel and be accepted as worthy and belonging

• Vulnerability leads to humility and humbleness





1. Rules
2. Mechanics
3. POE

It’s easy to say I have a foundation? How strong is your foundation? How much do you
analyze your blueprint?

Solutions:
Checklists
Mechanics – Video
POE – Video

Why is this such a focus? I’m still studying my blueprint every day rather than decorating
my home. Ask those senior officials in this room today what they still are working on?





Each room can be different.

Coaches



But each room must have its purpose!

Table



Individuality is Key!

Players



Our options are endless.

But, style and decorating is considered based on the circumstances and needs of the
room.

What separates you from your peers? Call accuracy is expected to be high and
eventually we get to a point where we all call plays around the same level. But how do
you separate yourself? How will you design your room? What choices would you make.
How do you deal with different situations?

The Grey!!!!! WE do HAVE choices and decisions





IT IS IMPORTANT

- Strong First Impression
- The Front Line of Success
- All the decisions coaches, players, and fans make are predicated on CURB APPEAL

- What is your look?
- What is your style?
- Cleanliness
- Form







Dangers –

You do not understand the blueprint. OR worse you think you know the blueprint and still
don’t.

You try and change the blueprint. (POE, mechanics)

You don’t actually consider how important your contribution is the “whole”

We lose focus of the overall goal – What is your goal? What is our goal?



Step by Step Blueprint but we need a VISION

Are you willing to follow a blueprint, have a vision, and take chances?

Set a goal (have an end product), anticipate issues or problems, align your goals with
current situations/opportunities. USE EXPERIENCES.



What percentage are full time CC’s? What percentage of people referee playoffs? Or
nationals?



When you start accepting mediocrity it starts erosion.
Fair does not mean equal.





The black and white is the blueprint/foundation. We need this for the HOUSE TO
STAND.



It is the execution of the GRAY though that make’s it a HOME (interior design).

Decorating your HOME may be more fun, but without the blueprint there is no HOUSE.

Are you decorating a room with no purpose? Are you spicing up the curb appeal without
the foundations?



Are you doing the black and white?

Have a VISION, go for your goals.

Are you ready for the GREY? Prove it by nailing the BLACK and WHITE



Look to your right/left. Look around the room. Now think about all those who have helped
you.

What ever your dance is…
Do not forgot to dance with the one that brought you.


